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Poaching and the 
illegal wildlife trade

McCrohan, C. (2016). ‘Keratins’, Biological ScienceS Review, Vol. 28, No. 4, 
pp. 20–21.

How the pangolin was rescued, and lots of fascinating facts about this 
elusive animal: www.jenguyton.com/blog/2015/9/20/rescuing-a-
dragon

The story of Dr Richard Leakey’s ‘Wildlife Wars: My Battle to Save 
Kenya’s Elephants’, Pan Macmillan, 2001.

Kenya, 2016: 100 tonnes of confiscated ivory burnt to shock the world 
into protecting endangered elephants, reported in the Guardian: http://
tinyurl.com/jr8aghs

Further reading 

Rhino horn and pangolin scales fetch huge prices on the black 
market for traditional Chinese medicine products. It is wrongly 

believed that these structures have healing powers against a long list of 
ailments and diseases. This myth persists despite the fact that both horn 
and scales are simply keratin — the same as your fingernails.

A grim 2390 critically endangered African rhinoceros were poached 
from an estimated population of only 25 000 during 2014 and 2015 in 
South Africa alone. The ivory black market is also flourishing. Despite 
widespread bans on the trade, elephants are regularly killed for their 
tusks. What’s more, poachers constantly invent new ways of locating 
target animals. They use tagged images on social media platforms to 
locate rare and protected animals — turning a cheerfully shared safari 
memory into a tool for their illegal and devastating business.

Conservationists do their best to stay one step ahead and protect 
targeted animals. In many national parks, rangers are highly skilled in 
the art of tracking. Equipped with weapons, sniffer dogs and drones, 
the goal is to find and arrest poachers before they get to the animals. 
This improves protection for the animals and creates skilled and sought-
after jobs for local people. Getting the local population involved and 
prospering from wildlife conservation is an effective way of protecting 
the animals.

Nairobi 2016: The largest ever amount of elephant tusks 
seized from illegal wildlife traders were set ablaze. The tusks, 
sculptures and rhino horns were worth up to £82 million on 
the black market. The goal of this symbolic event was to raise 
awareness and stop the ivory trade
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To deter poachers, a group of conservationists 
de-horns rhinos in South Africa’s Greater Kruger 
area. This does not harm the animals. For more 
information visit www.rhinorevolution.org

A ground pangolin shortly after 
its rescue from poachers

A black rhino female with earmarks for 
identification purposes and a dye-infused horn. 
The dye does not harm the rhino but makes the 
horn worthless to poachers (who can see the 
infusion has taken place from the pink stud)


